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Approach – Answer: Sociology Mains Mock Test 14-(191) (2014) 

 

 

 

1. (a) Caste and race                                                                                                                                                           12.5 

Answer: 

‘Race’ is product of Western society where biological categories of human invented for their social 

application in hierarchical, unequal and exclusionary manner. According to Michael Banton, the word ‘Race’ 

is firstly mentioned in an English poem by Scottsman William Dunbar. Friedrich Nietcshze, A German 

Philosopher, popularized ‘race relation of inferiority and superiority’ through his concepts of ‘Master Race’ 

that Nazi Germany heavily used for propaganda purpose against Jews, Blacks, Slavs and Gypsies. 

Michael Banton proposed three types of theories: 

• Race as Lineage- It draws from Biblical knowledge that all humans are descendent of Adam and Eve. 

But over period, diffusion of Human population divided on several paternal lines and adopted 

physical type as per environment. It is also called Monogenetic Theory 

• Race as Type- This theory supports the idea that all human are not descended from same ancestor 

and humanity evolved in several groups      

• Race as Subspecies- This theoretical approach mixes above two and Michael Bander found Charles 

Darwin to credit for this. According to Darwin, species as a class which was distinctive because 

various combinations of inheritance that modified by environment. 

Eminent sociologist and Biologist Herbert Spencer believed in ‘racial theories’ propounded his ‘types of 

society and its compoundness on race relations’ as several race makes up different group though he 

sanction inter racial marriage as beneficial for society. 

So Late 19
th

 century and early 20
th

 saw huge political and social usage of ‘race’ to justify ‘White Man’s 

Burden in Colonies’ and unequal social-political status of various groups in western society.  Formation 

of New nation-states and migration in these centuries helped to stoke what Robert E.Park calls ‘Race 

relations’. By it He means that ‘such relations exists when two are more supposedly different ‘race 

groups’ co-exist and they share relation of hostility and competition’  For Example take Example of US 

where once slave and now equal citizen  Blacks demands their sphere of social and state benefits. 

Caste 

Caste is element of Indian Society. It is marked by ritual status, ascriptive hierarchy, hereditary 

occupation and endogamous groups to divide population in what G.S Ghurye calls ‘congealed social 

clusters.’ Though Portuguese are ascribed to invent this word as ‘Caste’, there exist no agreement over 

sociologist on precise definition and features of Caste for example Louis Dumont ascribe origin of Caste 

on ‘pollution –purity’ concept while Ambedkar takes it as ‘civil and political disability perpetuated by 

rules of endogamy’ 
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Contrast between Race and Caste 

• Race is very broader category. Race relations are based on ‘biological superiority’ while Caste is on 

‘ritual’. Every Sociologist of Caste acknowledged the fact that upper –lower caste cannot take place 

without ritual status.  

• Race origin is very modern and rejected largely by anthropological and biological findings Caste is yet 

a valid social category, still dominated social relations in Indian Society.  

• Caste superiority-inferiority are localized in application as one caste might be high in ranking in one 

region but not so in other while ‘races’ labeled as ‘’inferior’ are known so over continent. For 

example Blacks and Gypsies are hounded out in Europe to America 

• One can change  

Similiarities: 

• Race and Caste both are ‘deterministic’ in their origin one by ‘Biology’ and other by ‘Theology’. 

Both create social exclusion, deprivation and exploitation on basis of such ‘determinism’. Guna 

theory of Caste provide biological elements of superiority of castes 

• Colonial Sociologist like Herbert Risley, Colin Mackenzie et al created ‘racial theories to describe 

caste relations in India’ For Example Risley emphasized on ‘size of nose ( a biological 

determinism) to tell one’s caste 

• Both largely depends on myths and mythology  for maintain unequal social status and power 

relation to exclude ‘other’ 

• Exploitation, Discrimination and exclusion based on both are banned by UN conventions and 

national laws. For Example Indian constitution under Fundamental Rights article 15 use both 

terms to prevent discrimination. 

• Race and Caste both have been disproved and negated to ascertain ‘inherent and hereditary 

goodness’ of particular group of humans. 

We still witness violence, civil and political disability based on these disproved notions of Caste and Race. For 

Example, How a Black youth was recently killed by a white police officer only on pretext that he was black 

and walking in dark with hands in his pocket. 

Or in context of India, recently lower caste girls were abducted and raped in Bihar. All of them were waiting 

to receive the wages from their employer. It shall take long way to banish these notions from our social, 

political and economic life 

 

1. (b) Village study by S.C. Dube                                                                                                                                      12.5 

Answer: 

• S. C. Dube is a well-known anthropologist and sociologist in India. His application of the structural-

functional approach for studying the Indian village community brought him in repute. Although he 

recognizes semi-autonomous character of the Indian village, he does not regard it as “static, timeless 

and changeless”. He viewed that it is difficult to say any one village as representative of rural India as a 

whole; it cannot be representative in its cultural area. His study of Shamirpet provides description of 

social, economic and ritual structure, family level living etc. 

• In his village studies, Dube understands village communities to be organized around caste, kin and 

territorial affinities, with links to the wider community. He divided Indian villages into (i) single 

settlement villages; (ii) nucleated villages; and (iii) dispersed villages. His theorizing on the dynamics of 

change and development is best illustrated in his book, India’s Changing Villages. 

• Contrary to the colonial understanding, according to which  the Indian village was considered a 

‘monolithic structure’ with complete social harmony and functional integration between the different 

occupational groupings, S. C. Dube, identified six factors that contributed to status-differentiation or 

inequality in the village community, while doing his field-work in Shamirpet village. These being (a) caste 
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and religion (b) land-ownership (c) wealth (d) position in government service and village organization (e) 

age (f) distinctive personality traits. 

• He noted that though the village faced the outside world as an ‘organized, compact whole’, there did 

exist ‘groups and factions’ within the village settlement. . Hence, S.C Dube through his  village study 

offered detailed descriptions of the prevailing ‘differences’ of caste, class and gender in the village social 

life. Hence, contested and demolished the ‘myth’ of the self-sufficiency of the Indian villages.  

 

1. (c) Peasant protests in the colonial period                                                                                                                12.5 

Answer: 

• Who are Peasants: These include landless agricultural labourers, tenants, poor, small or marginal 

farmers who own uneconomic landholdings and supplement their income by working as wage labourers. 

Most of them belong to low castes. They face dual problems of social discrimination and economic 

exploitation. Therefore, their mobilization has focused both on the social as well as economic issues. 

Kathleen Gough had identified 77 such revolts in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 century. 

• Classification: Broadly, these movements can be classified as pre-independence and post-independence 

movements. This is so because the agrarian structure changed drastically before and after 

independence. 

The pre-Independence period movements can be termed as the anti-colonial movements since these 

movements were against the classes which were supporters of the British Empire i.e. the landlords, 

moneylenders and other exploiting classes. The issues raised in these movements were related to the 

nature of agrarian relations. In order to meet the requirement of the colonial forces and to satisfy their 

feudal needs, the landlords exploited them in several ways. These included unreasonable increase in the 

rent, forced gifts, forced labour, physical torture, insecurity of tenure. These problems were 

compounded by natural calamities like famines and flood, commercialisation of crops, indebtedness. 

Various peasant movements of this period are: 

• Arbitrary eviction of tenants by landowners and exploitation by moneylenders:  Santhal 

rebellion and Awadh movement 

• Reck renting, eviction and exploitation along with religious issues: Faraizi movement and 

Moplah uprising. 

• A s a protest against the levying of tax in the times of drought and famine: Kheda movement 

However, In the Post-Independence period, the character was changed. Now, the movements were not 

against the colonial rule but only against the exploitation in terms of high taxes or failure of land 

reforms. The involvement of masses was more here and these were spearheaded by the communist and 

socialist parties in India. Some important movement of this category are 

• Tebhaga Movemen: It was a militant campaign initiated in Bengal by the Kisan Sabha in 1946-

1947. At that time share-cropping peasants had to give half of their harvest to the owners of the 

land. Their demand was to reduce the share given to landlords to 1/3
rd

. 

• Telangana Movement: Here, the communist party workers revolted against the Nizam’s 

autocratic rule. The communist party workers organized themselves and through armed 

activities took control of land. Finally, the movement was suppressed by Indian government.  

• Naxalbari Movement: failure to implement land reforms lead to this movement. The Naxalites 

have now combined the economic exploitation with social justice. It is still continuing with 

changes forms and objective and is the biggest internal threat to India’s internal security.  

• Conclusion: Thus, with changed circumstances the issues related to agriculture also changed. Peasant’s 

movements gave way to farmer’s movement which were the result of green revolution and land 

reforms. Now, the peasants movement are not possible because the favourable legislations have been 

enacted for their protection and also the peasants are so fragmented that it is unable to organize them 

for a movement.   
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1. (d) Land reforms and changing agrarian relations                                                                                                 12.5 

Answer: 

Land reforms, were designed to break the old ‘feudal socio-economic structure’ or rural India, to provide 

fillip to ‘modernization of agriculture’ and increase ‘agriculture productivity’. So, broadly the objectives were 

to usher in an egalitarian society, stop exploitation in all forms. 

Land reforms were introduced with the objectives of improving distribution of ownership of land, 

agricultural modernization, and rural economic development.  

In order to achieve the above objectives, following measures were adopted: Abolition of Zamindari system, 

tenancy reforms, ceiling on land holdings. 

Land reforms, were a ‘political instrument intended to bring about transformation in the agrarian class 

structure. Many sociological studies, have focused on the significant trends of processes of change in the 

agrarian social structure. They are: 

1. There is a wide gap between land ‘reform ideology projected during the freedom struggle or even 

thereafter and the actual measures introduced for land reforms. Consequently, socialist transformation 

in the class structure of the villages has not taken place. 

2. The emerging trends in the agrarian class structure in post-independence period, has been summarized 

by B. C. Joshi as: 

a. It led to the decline of feudal customary types of tenancies. It was replaced by a more 

exploitative and insecure lease arrangement. 

3. The taking over of the estates of the zamindars and absentee landlords was carried out on the basis of 

payment of compensation to its landlord by the tenants, before they secure ownership rights to the 

land, they were tilling. This constituted a basic limitation on the possibility of transfer of land from non-

cultivating to the cultivating classes. Only those rich tenants who could pay a compensation, could 

acquire ownership rights. The poorer sections of cultivating tenants who could not afford to pay the 

compensation were either forced to borrow money or were denied ownership rights. 

4. The Land Ceiling Acts, in most of the states proved to be toothless. While some very large estates were 

broken up, in most cases landowners managed to divide the land among relatives and others, in the so-

called ‘benami transfers’, which allowed them to keep control over the land. 

5. Zamindari abolition did not wipe out landlordism, it only removed the top-layer of landlords in the multi-

layered agrarian structure. 

6. Vested interests in the form of upper/middle peasantry was blocked the progress of reforms in collusion 

with the land revenue/administrative machinery, taking advantage of loopholes in the law, exemptions 

and delays in the judicial process. 

7. In some states however, minimum wages for agricultural labour are being ensured, a point which also 

became part of reforms later. 

8. Re-distribution of land has not succeeded, in pushing up productivity levels as the farmers have to be 

backed up by inputs, better agricultural practices. 

9. Even other Land Reform Movements, like Bhoodan Movement, and operation Barga, met with limited 

success. 

10. According to Jan Breman, there has been a shift from patronage to exploitation. 

11. The failure of LR, have bred extremist movements like the PWG in Telengana area of A. P. The Maoist 

communist centre in Bihar and inter-caste tensions. 

12. Even to-date, the crises the nation faces like farmers suicides, agrarian unrest, increased naxal violence 

(Chhattisgarh, A. P.), can be traced to the inadequate implementation of I. R. 

13. According to Vyas, most of the political leadership did not effectively implement the land-reform policy, 

as a result the nexus between land, class and political domination sustained. 

14. Arvind Das (Republic of Bihar) and Anand Chakravarty (Purnia distt. of Bihar), have talked about 

hegemonistic linkage between Dominant caste, landholders and power. 
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15. Daniel Thorner (Agrarian Prospects in India), finds that the post land reform period, the nexus between 

land and caste, hold, stands unchanged. 

16. P. Sainath, we could not push through land reforms in 6 decades, but are clear an SEZ in 6 months. 

17. In one estimate, about 85% of rural households are landless, sub-marginal, marginal or small farmers. 

On the whole, it is still argued that the agrarian structure, although it has changed substantially from colonial 

times to the present, remains highly unequal. This structure puts constraints on agricultural productivity. 

Land reforms are necessary not only to boost agricultural growth but also to eradicate poverty in rural areas 

and bring about social justice. 

 

2. (a) Critically analyze the relevance of the Marxist Approach in the understanding of the Indian society.    25 

Answer: 

Marxist approach used the approach of historical materialism to explain various sociological phenomenon’s 

such as movements, mobility, education, development, etc. The Marxist approach focuses on the type of 

property relations prevailing in the Indian society as crucial elements to understand the nature of 

transformations going on in the society. It adopts “mode of production of material life” as one of the 

fundamental categories to explain the nature of transformations in the society. 

Various facts which support the Marxist approach to understand Indian society are 

• India is in the bottom half of the countries arranged in decreasing per capita income. 

• The growth has been skewed with increase in inequality in the society giving rise to problems such as 

Naxalism. 

• Poverty even by the most conservative estimates covers around 30% of the population and depriving 

the poor population of basic necessities. 

• Concentration of assets and resources is growing at a rapid rate in the hands of capitalists. 

• MNCs are entering the market and displacing the local industries out of the business. 

• Land reforms only benefitted the rich and powerful dominant castes and the landless laborers are 

still suffering. 

• Green revolution created capitalist transformation of agriculture and benefitted only the rich 

peasants. 

A.R. Desai’s characterization of Indian Nationalism  

Desai showed that the social basis of Indian nationalism was the emergence of new classes and the clash of 

interests between these two classes. He argues that Indian society never existed as a nation. It is only after 

the British conquest the changes were introduced which led to the development of national interest and 

national identity. 

With the advent of British in India, traditionally localized autonomous villages were destroyed. Land revenue 

policies such as permanent settlement led to class based polarization into land lords and poor peasants. 

Commercialization of agriculture and payment in cash strengthened the capitalistic transformation of 

agriculture. Free trade and other policies destroyed the local industries. Working class was not given enough 

benefits, Indian bourgeoisie was not promoted and the urban middle class didn’t get employment. Thus, 

these three classes together were opposed to British. Only Zamindars were benefitted by the British. Thus, it 

is the clash of interests of the three classes with Zamindar class and British led to Indian national struggle. 

Even after the independence Desai argues that the path of development is capitalist and the state of India is 

capitalist state. Constitution is bourgeoisie; leadership is of capitalist class which is reshaping the economy 

on the capitalist path. Slogan of socialism was a hoax to create confusion and illusion among masses. 

Dominant culture is the culture of dominant capitalist class. Thus, Desai’s characterization of Indian state 

after Independence was very harsh and all encompassing on Marxian lines. 
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Criticism: He underplayed the importance of Indian culture and religion in shaping the Indian society. 

Indologists clearly explained the way in which the society is guided by tradition. Also, the caste system is a 

unique feature of India and it can’t be explained on the basis of class struggle. The concept of purity and 

pollution is above class analysis. The fact that Brahmin being poor commands the highest respect is against 

economic determinism. The power wielded by the traditional and charismatic authorities in India can’t be 

explained from this point of view. Also, there is not enough conclusive empirical evidence to prove the 

theory. Therefore, Marxist approach has only limited application in the study of Indian society. For a 

comprehensive analysis we need to look at ideology, traditions, religion and many other aspects of Indian 

society 

 

2. (b) “Indian Villages have been perceived as politically autonomous and economically self-sufficient”. 

Comment.                                                                                                                                                                            25 

Answer: 

Charles Metcalfe described the village communities as a little ‘republics’ i.e. politically autonomous and 

economically self-sufficient. The idea of the Indian village as represented in the earlier writings of the 

colonial administrators, was one of an ‘inner world’, with communal ownership of land, social harmony, 

patriarchal in governance, and surrounded by hostile other villages. According to the colonial understanding, 

the Indian villages were described as closed and isolated systems. 

Such a representation of the Indian villages a simple, ‘unchanging entities’, (‘They seemed to last where 

nothing else lasted)’, made many Marxist scholars argue that the British rule was an ‘unconscious tool of 

history’ breaking stagnation of the Indian society founded on ‘unchanging village communities’. 

The Orientalists (Book-view) described the Indian village as an ‘idyllic’ social reality, with ‘Varna’ system of 

caste hierarchy and complete functional integration between the different occupational groups (castes). 

However, many anthropological studies (Village studies), conducted in the 1950’s and 1960’s, by many 

Indian sociologists and anthropologist, contested and demolished the ‘myth’ of the self-sufficiency of the 

Indian villages.  

The findings of these village-studies, based on extensive ‘field-work’, concluded that the Indian village was 

never self-sufficient. It was argued that the Indian village always maintained ‘links’ with the larger society 

and centres of Indian civilization Migration and movement for work and trade, village exogamy, 

administrative linkages, inter-regional markets, inter-village economic ties, caste networks, pilgrimage, fairs, 

festivals and other activities always served as bridges with the neighbouring villages and the larger society. 

According to Andre Beteille, there was no reason to believe that the village he studied (Sripuram), was fully 

self-sufficient in the economic sphere. M. N. Srinivas, while conducting his field-studies in Rampura, Mysore 

contented the colonial notion of the Indian villages and argued that the village was always a part of a ‘wider 

entity’. It always maintained social, political and economic ties at the regional level. The Indian sociologists 

argued that the Indian village was undoubtedly the most ‘representative unit’ of the Indian social life and the 

most important source of ‘identity’ to its residents, but to portray them as ‘atomistic’ non-changing entities 

would be a complete distortion of the Indian social empirical reality. 

The idea of the Indian village being ‘monolithic structure’ with complete social hormony and functional 

integration between the different occupational groupings, was further questioned by the empirical findings 

of the village studies. S. C. Dube, identified six factors that contributed to status-differentiation or inequality 

in the village studies, S. C. Dube, identified six factors that contributed to status-differentiation or inequality 

in the village community, while doing his field-work in Shamirpet village. These being (a) caste and religion 

(b) land-ownership (c) wealth (d) position in government service and village organization (e) age (f) 

distinctive personality traits. 
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He noted that though the village faced the outside world as an ‘organized, compact whole’, there did exist 

‘groups and factions’ within the village settlement. Almost all the village studies of offered detailed 

descriptions of the prevailing ‘differences’ of caste, class and gender in the village social life. 

M. N. Srinivas through the concepts of ‘Sanskritilization’ and ‘Dominant castes’, critiqued the colonial 

understanding of ‘caste’ in village India. According to him, the idealized model of ‘Varna system’ portrayed 

the caste hierarchy as a ‘closed and rigid’ system of stratification. However, at the empirical level, there 

exists some room for mobility, especially in the middle regions, with regard to mutual positions. 

Hence, The Indian sociologists and anthropologists,  through their ‘village studies’ convincingly argued that 

through the Indian villages were based on ‘unity-reciprocity’ combination in terms of their internal 

organization and structures, this did not in any way mean the absence of ‘horizontal ties’ between villages 

and villages/urban areas.  

Similarly, the ‘unity-reciprocity’ framework for understanding the Indian village did not completely exclude 

from it the idea of ‘social differentiation and inequality’ in this village community in terms of caste, class 

and gender. 

 Therefore the colonial understanding of the Indian village’ reduced it to an ‘ideological-category’ 

distributing the native life in a way much removed from the empirical reality. 

 

3. (a) Critically examine Louis Dumont’s concept of purity and pollution.                                                                 20 

Answer: 

Louis Dumont was an indologist and highlighted the role of ideology to understand the caste system and its 

interactions. This ideology is of purity and pollution and there exists hierarchy of castes based on their level 

of purity. 

According to Dumont, inter caste relations are maintained in such a way that the purity of each caste is 

maintained. Based on Bougle’s classification he identified three principles of caste system. 

1. Separation in the matters of marriage and contact: Because marriage between two people of 

different purity will affect the purity of upper caste.  

2. Hierarchy: Ranking of castes is done in the order of decreasing purity. 

3. Division of labor: Castes of low purity are given the polluting work so that they absorb the pollution 

of upper casters and keep them pure. 

Dumont further argues that these castes rankings must be seen from the perspective of holism as these are 

ranked with respect to the whole and contributes to the well-being of society. It is not advisable to evaluate 

this system from the egalitarian values of the west such as equality and freedom. Thus, hierarchy based on 

purity and pollution provides moral justification to those who live in it. 

But, Dumont has somewhat overemphasized the role of ideology in his study. By neglecting the empirical 

ground realities it provides only a partial explanation of reality. Various objections to his observations are: 

1. With rise in modern means of transportation and inter dining in restaurants, the concept of purity 

and pollution is difficult to practice and is losing relevant. 

2. It is a kind of Brahiminical view as hierarchy is not only justified but is seen to be functional. 

3. Dumont seems to be more interested in system maintenance and integration. He ignored the 

conflict and change happening in the society. 

4. It is difficult to rank the middle classes based on this ideology. 

5. There is no empirical study to prove his theory. 

Therefore, to have an overall and comprehensive analysis of reality both ideological and empirical views 

must be considered. 
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3. (b) Discuss the agrarian “class structure” in India.                                                                                                     15 

Approach: 

• Define class (by Weber and Marx)  

• Briefly mention existing social and agricultural relations in rural India.  

• Show how British brought ‘market relations’ in agrarian society by introduction of cash-crops, zamindari 

system, rational-legal judicial measure for agricultural disputes, tenancy and others.  

• Then introduce era of post independent land reforms act and Green revolution escalated ‘formation of 

classes in agrarian society of India.  

• Can quote several studies of Gail Omvedt, Utsa Patnaik and Daniel Thorner 

Answer: 

Class structure emerges in any society when “means of production is privately owned and accumulation of 

wealth (surplus) concentrates to the few”.  

During Mughal Period and before, agricultural practice was subsistence based and mercantile relations 

where largely absent as jajmani relations dominated in rural society. With the advent of British, rural social 

structure transformed. They introduced several measures like cash crop, modern tenure system, absent 

landlordism, strict cash payment of revenue, cropping of colonial products like indigo created nouve riche 

category of landlords and eviction, high rate of tax, unnecessary judicial measures to solve agrarian dispute 

became frequent. 

Post-Independence Land Reforms measure like Tenancy act, Zamindari Abolition act, land ceiling act 

materialized the ideal of freedom struggle movement of ‘land to Tiller’. Now middle class and intermediary 

caste of rural society became landowners though marginal one.  

Community Development program and Green Revolution completely transformed rural society creating  

what Susanne Rudolph and Lloyd Rudolph in their study ‘In Pursuit of Laxmi’ calls ‘Bullock Capitalist. 

D. N Dhanagare, Utsa Patnaik and Daniel Thorner conducted extensive research in post green revolution 

period on rural society of India. 

According to Thorner, agricultural class structure can be determined on the basis on three criteria’s: 

(a) Income obtained from the soil (i.e., rent, own cultivation, or wages), 

(b) The nature of rights (i.e., ownership, tenancy, sharecropping and no rights at all), and 

(c) The extent of fieldwork actually performed (i.e., doing no work, doing partial work, doing total work, and 

doing work for others). 

Based on the above dimension he gave a three class structure: 

• Malik –they contain i) big landlords ii) the rich landowner 

• Kisan – small marginal landholders who also occasionally works on others fields                

• Mazdoor- landless labourers who work extensively on others field and derive their substantial income 

from this work 

D.N. Dhanagre has suggested a different model of agrarian classes. He has proposed five classes: landlords, 

who derive income primarily from land- ownership by collecting rent from tenants, sub-tenants and share 

croppers; rich peasants, i.e., small landowners with sufficient land to support the family and who cultivate 

land themselves, and rich tenants who have substantial holdings and have to pay a nominal rent to their 

landlords; middle peasants, i.e., landowners of medium size holdings and tenants with substantial holdings 

and paying higher rent; poor peasants, i.e., 

(a) Land-owners with holdings insufficient to maintain a family, and therefore forced to rent others’ land, (b) 

Tenants with small holdings, (c) Sharecroppers, and (d) Landless labourers. 
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Whereas Utsa Patnaik  modified it on the basis Marxist interpretation and take ownership of property as 

prime indicator along with work on others field.. She classifies as 

1. Zaminder  2. Kisan 3.  Mazdoor 

Modern sociologist of agrarian society includes technology factor like tractor, HYV seeds, chemical fertilizers 

as determinant of Class like Gail Omvedt and Farmer researcher M.S Swaminathan.  

So we can conclude class structure of agrarian society consist 1) The landlords 2) The middle Farmers 3) the 

small marginal 3) the landless labours  

 

3. (c) Discuss the role of backward class movements in strengthening the process of social mobility among 

lower castes.                                                                                                                                                                       15 

Reference support: 

Sociologically, Backward Classes consists of a large number of backward castes which remain above the 

Scheduled Castes & below upper castes. In other words, these castes consist of the intermediate castes – 

cultivating castes, artisans & service castes –like Yadavs, Kurmies, Gujjars, Jats in North Indian states 

whereas in South India they are known as Kappus, Kammas, Reddies, Vokkaliggas, etc. 

Higher caste dominance in education and in the new occupations  provided the conditions for the Backward 

Classes Movement. 

The Backward Classes Movement started in India in the early part of the 20th century.  

PRE-INDEPENDENCE:- Sources of Social MobilityThe backward caste movements for higher status / social 

mobility were based on three ideologies (i) ‘adaptive movements (ii)‘cultural revolts’  ‘counter-culture 

movements’: 

1. ADAPTIVE MOVEMENTS (Sanskritisation): 

� Claiming higher varna status -e.g., the Ahirs (North India), Gopas (West Bengal), Gaulis 

(Maharashtra),  Konars (Tamil Nadu) claimed descent from the Yadu (Kshatriya) dynasty. 

� Adopting the life style of higher castes in their regions, what M.N. Srinivas has described the 

process of Sanskritisation.  

� Imtiaz Ahmad said that this process of mobility should be viewed as an initiative process or as 

protest- oriented movement or as counter-mobilisation because the upper class invariably 

opposed such attempts.  

2. CULTURAL REVOLTS 

� Reinterpreting Hindu religion in search of self-determination, e.g., (i)SNDP Movement(Sri 

Narayana Dharma Paripalana) among the Ezhavas (toddy tappers) of Kerala who took an overt 

anti-Brahmin slant and resorted to mass mobilization and protest to acquire their rights. (ii) 

DMK Movement Dravida Kazhagam in Tamil Nadu- rejection of Brahminical Aryan religion and 

culture. 

3. COUNTER-CULTURAL MOVEMENTS 

� The Dravidian movement (South)- They created a counter-culture which was Dravidian in 

nature, by denouncing Brahminical practices of idol worship, child marriage and enforced 

widowhood. 

It developed in two phases: anti-Brahmin (caste) phase and anti-north (region) phase. In the 

first phase, the Dravidians identified Brahmins as aliens (Aryans) and intruders into Dravidnad. 
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They also ridiculed the Brahmin-created puranas and vamashram dharma as irrational. 

Gradually, this (Dravidian) movement shifted its goal from anti-Brahminism to North Indian 

domination with the goal of establishing a sovereign Dravidian State. 

� Dalit Panthers movement spread from urban Maharashtra to other states. Its main emphasis 

was on intellectual awakening and creating consciousness among the oppressed.  

� Mahar Movement in Maharashtra - they used counter-cultural strategy of abandoning 

Hinduism altogether, but, later on, they adopted new political strategy for their up lift. 

Therefore in Pre Independence period the cultural gulf between the Brahmins and others became very 

much pronounced. The desire for mobility among the backward caste came from the census 

operations also. The ‘Caste Sabhas’ represented to the census authorities the demand of individual 

castes to belong to a particular ‘ varna’ and not to a lower one.For example, the two peasant castes of 

Tamil Nadu, the Vellalas and Padaiyachis wanted to be recorded as ‘ Vaishyas’ and’ Vaniya Kula 

Kshatriyas’ respectively, and not as ‘Shudras’. 

Backward class movement became political when Ambedkar stood for separate electorate for the 

depressed classes. In South India, in Madras Presidency the Justice Party was formed to protect the 

interests of the Non-Brahmins ‘dominant castes’ - started newspapers in English and other languages 

to educate and to represent the case of the Non-Brahmins. Similarly, many periodicals were started by 

caste organizations in different parts of India. 

Other Factors which helped Backward Castes in their mobility movements- Occupational 

diversifications, exposure to education, urbanization, outstanding and charismatic leadership, etc. 

POST INDEPENDENCE- Sources for Social Mobility  

The backward classes emerged as a powerful social, economic and political block during the post-

independence period in the countryside as a result of the following:- 

1) Policies of the State (i) land reforms which consisted of the abolition of landlordism, putting ceilings 

on the size of the landholdings, consolidation of landholdings, (ii) Green Revolution in the selected 

areas of the country; (iii) welfare schemes for the welfare of the lower backward classes.  

Besides the state policies, the changes which occurred from within the society — population growth, 

breaking down of the jajmani system also affected them.  

Although the state policies in different states of the country did not have the uniform and desired 

impact on the backward classes in the country, they definitely gave rise to the backward classes.  

Impact of State Policies on social mobility of Backward Classes :- 

(i)They became the owners of their land, which they had been cultivating before the land reforms as 

the tenants, (ii)captured the local level political institutions like village panchayats in several parts of 

the country, (iii) they came to control the village vote banks on account of their numerical strength 

along with the control on the village land 

All the upper backward classes are relevant examples of this change- Jats, Yadavs, Kurmies, Gujjars etc. 

2) Electoral mobilization and creation of support base among them by the political parties and leaders. 

Other issues like the reservation for the OBCs or their mobilization on the class issues like those 

related to the farmers also get linked to the electoral politics. The increasing participation of the OBCs, 

their entry into the state legislatures and parliament is indicative of the empowerment of the backward 

classes.  

3) Attempts on the parts of individual leaders ( Charan Singh , S.D. Chaurasia ,  Chaudhry Brahm 

Prakash) and political organizations to mobilize the backward classes into the participatory politics. 
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4) Reservation was made a national issue in Indian politics by the Mandal Commission Report- in 1990 

recommending reservation 27 per cent reservation for the OBCs in the central government jobs. 

 However, the implementation of the Mandal Commission report, however, has not settled the issue of 

reservation. Newer groups continue to demand to be recognized themselves as the OBCs.  

 DAVID HARDGRAVE, a Marxist considers that backward class mobilization can best be understood as a 

class mobilization driven by caste interest. The Backward caste especially the Yadavs speak more 

about their economy, education and social deprivations than speaking about caste injustice like dalit 

but ultimately the benefits reaching them is contributing for their secular consolidation both within & 

outside the power structure. 

 

4. (a) Religious revivalism in India has elements of both modernity and tradition in the current times. 

Comment.                                                                                                                                                                           20 

Approach: 

� Define religious revivalism: 

Religious revivalism refers to mass movements based upon intense religious excitement seeking to 

restore religious commitment and attachment to a group. 

� Discuss the Elements of MODERNITY: 

• The increasing trends of urbanization, migrations within and beyond country borders, consumerism 

and the aggressive construction of images in the context of globalization have created a new sense 

of individual and collective insecurity and alienation which are driving more people to religion as a 

way of establishing their identities and validating their experiences. 

•  It is in this context that institutionalized religions get transformed into   ‘spiritual’ or ‘solace’ or 

‘feel-good’ modules of customized products in the   spiritual marketplace in the form of Sects & 

Cults like “ Radha Swami Cult, Krishna Cult & spiritual organizations like OSHO , SRI SRI 

RAVISHANKAR , ISCKON , etc.  

• The revival of institutionalized religion is partly due to the high visibility it has gained in the media 

explosion- proliferation of Religious Channels like-“Aastha” , “Sanskaar” etc. These Religious 

Channels have created new visibility of ‘images’ which created new delusions and illusions of an 

accentuated religion without the necessary ‘spiritual’ transformation in the lives of people. 

� Discuss the Elements of TRADITION 

• As an ideology Religious Revivalism calls for restoration of “Dharma” (moral virtues) of the social 

life. 

• Present Hindu Revivalist tendencies explained in terms of  political development by many Social 

Scientists eg. Romila Thapar calls this Revivalist Hinduism as “Syndicated Hinduism” to make a 

difference between current politicized religions from earlier Revivalist Movements (Dayanand 

Saraswati laid foundation of Hindu Revivalism by attacking Islam) 

• Modern Hindu Identity is another way of expressing a revitalized awareness of “ majority-hood” in 

the form of Hindu-Rashtra & Uniform Code Bill. 

• Hindu strategies to revive old symbols & practices to counteract Christian conversions eg. Call for 

Hindu Renaissance in Khasi Hlls . 

• Revival of Sanskrit education , emphasis on Hindi in schools , etc – another form of Religious 

Revivalism. 

 

4. (b) Critically examine the complex interplay between child labor, illiteracy and economic development.   15 

4. (c) Critically evaluate the sociological impact of globalization on the people working in the informal sector. 

15 
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5. (a) Orthogenetic and heterogenetic factors of change                                                                                          12.5 

Approach: 

Paradigm for an Integrated Approach                                      

Sources of changes                   Cultural structure                        Social structure 

Heterogenetic 

changes 

Little tradition Great tradition Micro-structure Macro-structure 

 Islamization Secondary-

Islamic Impact 

Role-

Differentiation 

Political-innovations 

 Primary- 

Westernization 

Secondary- 

westernization 

New-

legitimization 

New structures of 

Elite, Bureaucracy, 

industry etc. 

Orthogenetic 

Changes 

Sanskritization 

or 

traditionalization 

Cultural 

renaissance 

Pattern-

recurrence, 

compulsive 

migration or 

population shift 

Elite Circulation, 

Succession of kings, 

Rise and fall of cities 

and trade centers 

 

5. (b) Development phases of Indian slums                                                                                                                   12.5 

Answer: 

Slum is an offshoot of industrialization and urbanization. Charles Dickens illustrious novel ‘Hard Times’ very 

vividly ‘lived reality’  in 18
th

 century  of slums in London as  ‘Maximum City’ of Suketu Mehta does it for 

Bombay .British slums when industrialization had gripped most Europe. Jewish ghettos are medieval slums 

that provided Hitler a background to ascribe to it whatever was wrong with Germany. 

Census defines slums ‘Residential areas where dwellings are unfit for human habitation’ whereas UN 

Habitat defines it ‘a slum is characterized by lack of durable housing, insufficient living area, and lack of 

access to clean water, inadequate sanitation and insecure tenure’. NSSO estimate around 12.5% of urban 

population live in slums.  

Slums are also distinguished into categories such as (a) entry areas for newcomers to the city, (b) areas 

populated by social rejects that have not succeeded in the city and (c) places of economic opportunities 

insofar as they harbor some of the deviant economic activities not tolerated in the non-slum areas 

Developmental phases can be divided into three phases 

First Phase was when British started basic industry in India like Tea Plants, Coal, Sugar and others. Though 

size of Industry was not large so less was migration along with size of slums 

Second Phase is period of ‘Planned Development’ in post independent era when State decided to 

industrialize traditional economy and modernize traditional society by heavy industries and PSUs at 

‘commanding heights’. At this point various urban centers created like Bhilai, Rourkela, Bhatinda, Jalandhar 

where township of these heavy industry attracted migrant labors from rural area 

Third and contemporary phase in Post LPG era when ever expanding era of urbanization is creating what Jai 

Sen calls ‘unintended city’ of slum population. This era is also era of ‘slum politics’ when notified slums are 

regularized by State through provision of civic amenities in lieu of ‘vote banks’ and ‘pressure group’. 

Features and element of Slums can be analyzed on 

• Unplanned Industrialization and Urbanization 

• Civic amenities 

• Space and Socialization process 
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• Crime and Deviance as Oscar Lewis developed his theory ‘Culture of Poverty’ along with many 

interactionist theories like Albert Cohen, David Matza based on Slums of Chicago.  

• Supreme Court of India expressed concern over how ‘slums are turning into nursery of crimes’ in 

light of juvenile delinquency rise 

• Slums as ‘subsidizing cost of living in cities’. 12
th

 Plan of PC along with Urban Planned like Amitabh 

Kundu acknowledge ‘slums population; provide labor to informal sector. As wages are cheap in 

informal employment so they depress cost of produce. 

• Yogendra Yadav, A famous psychologist,  acknowledge that ‘’heft of votes polled’ is contributed by 

slums 

• Victor D’Souza of Chandigarh University  in his field study that SC/ST population predominantly 

comprise slum population 

In a society based on the division of labour, with differential rewards and prestige attached to different 

positions, it is but natural that some people will live at the bottom of the social hierarchy just as the others 

will be placed at the middle and upper rungs. But the problem of poverty is compounded by the fact that it is 

the same people and the same groups who perpetually live at the bottom. Therefore the more pernicious 

aspect of slum is not that its residents are poor, but that they have no hope for improvement through their 

own efforts. 

 

5. (c) Fertility and sex-ratio                                                                                                                                               12.5 

Answer: 

• Fertility refers to “ability of couples to reproduce off-springs”. On a social scale, determinants of fertility 

are multidimensional.  

• Ranging from religious or cultural factors to various other social, economic, scientific and technological 

advancements are the controlling elements behind fertility.  

• Though fertility, in comparison to mortality, has relatively less direct correlation to technological 

advancements, especially medical technologies. 

Even after its availability in the market, accessibility and affordability to these technologies may be 

influenced by economic capability to avail the facilities that may have correlation with socio-economic 

status.  

• Despite having economic capability, institutional and political environment can also affect accessibility. 

Sometimes cultural factors may influence both, fertility and preference for particular sex that results into 

skewed sex-ratio. 

• Lower desired fertility can translate into more male-biased sex ratios if son preference remains strong, 

especially with greater availability of prenatal sex-selection technology, financial incentives can 

simultaneously decrease fertility and the sex ratio at birth. A model where the effects of incentives on 

child-bearing and sex-selection are determined by the degree of son preference and the costs of children 

and sex-selection, relative to the size of incentives. 

•   Results of these are primarily driven by low-caste, low-wealth, and uneducated women. Moreover, 

infant mortality decreases for girls born to these low-status mothers. On the other hand, fertility 

decreases and female infant mortality increases for high-status women. They also exhibit a weak 

increase in the sex ratio at birth.  

• Changes in the availability of pre-natal sex-selection technology differentially altered the mating pool of 

individuals born in different states, cohorts, and endogamous social groups. It shows that increases in 

the male to female sex ratio at birth are associated with a decrease in educational attainment, age at 

marriage, and labour force participation rates, and an increase in spouse's age for women relative to 

men. These findings are consistent with an improvement in the position of women in the marriage 

market due to their relative scarcity. 

• Despite a growing literature on the consequences of skewed sex ratios, there is limited evidence on 

whether sex ratios will balance on their own in the future and whether proactive public policy can be 

effective in reducing these imbalances.  
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• Moreover, the experience of China’s One-Child Policy has shown that programs aimed at reducing 

fertility may lead to undesirable increases in the sex ratios. 

 

5. (d) Socio-economic profile of religious minorities                                                                                                   12.5 

Reference support: 

Caste, Religion & Regional/Linguistic differentials in social, economic & political spheres in India have a 

historical basis & are deeply influenced by the socio-economic relationships persisted for centuries. The 

Indian socio-economic fabric is more complex because of various & unique layers & segments into which 

Indian society is divided & sub-divided. 

It has been observed that in the processes of economic development, pressures are likely to build up & 

intensify when there is unequal development. Ideally, development Processes should remove or reduce 

socio-economic obstacles to cooperation & mutual respect among all the groups in the country esp. 

minorities. 

Most conflicts happen in situations which are badly governed or where power or wealth are unequally 

distributed among ethnic/religious communities. Hence the best way to prevent conflict is by Public 

Institutions – should be to ensure equitable power & wealth distribution & should have representation from 

all minority & majority communities. 

Social Profile of religious minorities: 

RELIGION MUSLIM SIKH CHRISTIAN BUDDHIST JAIN PARSI 

Population 13.4% 1.9%       2.3%       0.8% 0.4% 0.6 

literacy 59.1% 69.4% 80.3%     72.7% 94.1 97.9% 

Literacy Gap 17.5 12.8       21.4 6.8  

Sex Ratio 936 893 1009      953 950 1050 

Child sex ex-Ratio 925 786 964      942 870 976 

Religious Minorities tend to grapple with three major issues 

1) ISSUES RELATED TO IDENTITY-   due to differences in the socio-cultural practices & economic background. 

Muslims in India face worst / extreme forms of identity issues than the rest of the minority. 

i)they are branded as “terrorists”, “anti-national” , also identity in public space is also differed from the 

resti) in the manner they dress- women wear ‘hijab’,, ‘burqa’, men wear white ‘topi’.ii) unable to buy a 

house/ to rent- separate Muslim localities flourish.iii) affects admission of their children in schools  

Identity & Gender among Muslims;- Women in general are considered the “torch-bearers” of community 

identity; the lines between ‘safe’ & ‘unsafe’, fear of public  gets limited within the boundaries of home & 

community for women ( protection physically and of identity) & everything beyond the four walls of the 

home becomes unsafe- depriving them access to education, work, health ,etc. 

2) ISSUES RELATED TO SECURITY- due to size in population, relatively to the rest of the society, may feel 

insecure or threatened about their life, assets & well-being. This sense of insecurity may further be 

accentuated if the relations between the minorities & the majority communities are not cordial but hostile – 

results into ‘ghettoisation & shrinking of common spaces’, communal tensions/ conflicts,etc. 

3) ISSUES RELATED TO EQUITY- the minority community in the society may remain deprived of the 

opportunities that is brought by fruits of development ,thus feeling of inequality germinates among them- 

unequal representation of minorities in police, bureaucracy, politics, further accentuates religious based 

atrocities & discrimination. 
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Thus for Religious Minorities, criteria for identification & indicators for backwardness should be approached 

with reference to their specific concerns & development needs i.e. different religious minorities need 

separate attention from the Govt. For eg. 

PARSIS-mostly concentrated in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Kerela,etc- economic profile is  rich , literacy rate 

highest among all the religious minorities but their backwardness lies in terms of social demography – very 

low fertility rate, therefore Govt. intervention should take initiatives in fertility improvement rather than 

family control measures. 

MUSLIMS- concentrated mostly in states like J&k, Lakshadweep, Assam , West Bengal, etc.- they are the 

most backward both socially & economically among all the religious minorities in India- Govt, local 

authorities & Muslim Organizations should work together to uplift them educationally; fertility control 

programs, mostly Muslim population poor , work participation rate low, therefore policies should be devised 

so as to increase their work rate- skill development., education to youth, scholarships , etc. 

SIKHS- mostly concentrated in Punjab, Chandigarh, Haryana, Delhi etc.- main problem lies with dwindling 

sex ratio and poverty esp. among converts.(SCs)- Govt. efforts should target- female education, reproductive 

health, institutional deliveries, adequate loans to farmers, access to agricultural education, etc. 

CHRISTIANS- mostly concentrated in NE States, Goa, A&N Islands, Kerala, etc.- social & economic 

backwardness mainly witnessed among converted Christians- ST converts get the benefit of reservation but 

nit the SC converts- protective discrimination required to have social & economic mobility. 

ECONOMIC PROFILE OF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES: ( 2001 CENSUS) 

� Cultivators: Muslims (20.7%). Of the Buddhists  

� Agricultural laborers: Muslims (22%), and Buddhists (37.6%). 

� Workers in household industries: Muslims were highest (8.1%), much above the national average 

for all communities (4.2%). Female workers in household industries was quite high among the 

Muslims (19.3%) reflecting their traditional association with arts and crafts and such household 

industries 

� Workers in Non-Agricultural Sector: Jains (81.8%) & Parsis-more than 95% 

 

6. (a) Critically examine the socio-demographic determinants of child-sex ratio in India along with a brief 

evaluation of its regional variations.                                                                                                                            25 

Approach: 

• Enumerate the indicators 

• give a  overview of sex ratio based on census or studies  

• conclude  

Reference support: 

Socio Demographic variables of child sex ratio are following 

• Population Size – TFR  & Replacement Ration 

• male literacy rate 

• female literacy rate, 

• decadal population growth rate,  

• infant mortality rate 

• percentage share of urban population  

 

India is a country of striking socio-demographic diversity. It exhibits a relatively high but declining fertility 

and uneven economic development with marked regional disparities by social group, age group and levels of 
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prosperity. The Northern and Southern states exhibit considerable differences. While the north has lower 

levels of literacy and relatively higher level of agricultural development, the south generally exhibits higher 

literacy levels and better health facilities. India is one of the few countries in the world where males 

outnumber females. The sex ratio of the Indian population has shown a secular declining trend except some 

marginal increases in the censuses of 1951, 1981, 2001 and 2011. The sex ratio in 2011 was 940, seven 

points higher than the sex ratio of 933 recorded in 2001. 

 

Regional Variation: Northern –Southern Dichotomy 

 

Much of the literature in Indian sex ratios has focused on a North-South dichotomy in the sex ratios. The 

northern and western regions of the country not only have more rigid norms of female seclusion, 

particularly related to participation in economic activities outside the home, but also have marriage customs 

such as large dowry payments that make girls an economic burden on the family. 

 

In contrast, women in the South and East enjoy greater autonomy and higher social status within the family. 

These cultural differences manifest themselves in the form of lower sex ratios at birth in the northern and 

western states than in the southern and eastern states. 

 

S.B Agnihotri put this trend into Asian perspective say ‘Sex selective abortions and son preference attitude 

are also identified as determinants of declining sex ratio in certain studies related to Asian countries.’  

 

Amartya Sen in ‘The Missing Million Women’ puts  ‘excess female mortality to a general preference for 

sons, which in turn traced it to either higher expected return to the labor of male over female children or 

anticipated old-age support from sons within the patrilineal kinship system’. 

 

P. Visariya  of ‘Census of India’ also claimed  that „excess female literacy‟ is the basic reason for the 

declining sex ratio and excess female mortality in turn is the result of female infanticide, female foeticide, 

neglect of females and maternal mortality. Barbara Diane Miller (1989) examined the changes in the regional 

patterns of juvenile sex ratio in rural India from the censuses 

 

Klasen and Claudia relates it with Economy and says ‘labor force participation rate and literacy rate of 

women significant in lessening sex ratio; while increasing recourse to sex selective abortions worsen it’. 

 

Gail Omvedt show in her studies  ‘how Post Green Revolution has degraded position of woman from bad to 

worse as arrival of technology has confined them to the chores of household’ 

 

Summing up these study a general indicators for skewed sex ratio result from factors: sex – selective 

abortions (Feticide) , excess female infant and child mortality, and differential contraceptive, Patriarchy, 

Dowry, Crime against women reflect a strong cultural preference for sons over daughters. 

 

6. (b) Examine how the changing mode of production in Indian Agriculture is leading to the 

embourgeoisement of some and proletarianisation of many.                                                                                25 

Approach: 

• Mode of production implies an ‘integrated complex’ or unity of two inter-dependent entities— “forces” 

of production and “social relations “of production.   

The Debates in Changing Modes of Production Indian Agriculture: 

• The Indian debate on the mode of production revolves around the question whether in the last 15 or 20 

years there has been a decisive movement in Indian agriculture from a feudal mode of production to a 

capitalist mode of production.  
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• The contemporary changes and the issues in the debate must be looked at in the context of the 

demands made on Indian agrarian economy by Imperialism and the industrial development since 

independence, and the successive policies that were instituted to realize the objectives for those 

purposes and the dilemmas and contradictions underlying such policies. 

• Early mention can be made of a study on differentiation of peasantry by S C Gupta (1962) who classified 

farmers into  

a) Capitalist farmers 

b) Market Oriented large Family farms  

c) Small Holders 

SEMI –FEUDAL Mode of Production  

(Amit Bhaduri, Pradhan.H.Prasad, Nirmal Chandra, Ranjit Sahu) 

Why Semi-Feudal ? 

Usury is an important additional source of income of semi-feudal landlords; in this system landlord & money 

lenders are the same; pattern of wages exploitative- poor compelled to fall in evil trap of debt, leaving no 

choice for the farmers & the interest gets piling up- this ‘interest sucking’ is termed by Bhaduri as “double 

exploitation”- exploitation through surplus & value through interest. 

Amit Bhaduri (1973) in his study of West Bengal concluded the existence of "Semi-Feudal Mode of 

Production" in East Indian agriculture because of  

(i)  An extensive non-legalized share-cropping system,  

(ii) Perpetual indebtedness of the small tenants,  

(iii) The 'ruling' class in rural areas operating as both' landowners and lenders to small tenants, 

(iv) small tenants having incomplete access to the rural 'markets' and being forcibly involved in involuntary 

exchanges because of the peculiar organization of these 'markets'. 

Pradhan H. Prasad  also found in his study of Bihar that the social formation is predominantly semi-feudal – 

makes a distinction between semi-proletariat in Semi-Feudalism( not free to sell his labor as he’s linked with 

his feudal lord through usury) & proletariat in Capitalism( free to sell his labor) 

Nirmal Chandra & Ranjit Sahu- intensity of unemployment is the chief factor for the continuity of semi-

feudal relations in agriculture. 

PRE-CAPITALIST Mode of Production 

( Utsa Patnaik , Paresh Chattopadhyay) 

Utsa Patanaik  on the debate opines that the distinction between Pre-Capitalist/Feudal mode of Production 

and a capitalist variant lies not in whether labour is free or un-free but rather on the productive 

reinvestment of surplus and accumulation of capital. So she asserts that that Indian agriculture is largely 

Pre-Capitalist with a small but growing class of capitalists because :- 

1. Non-existence of accumulation for investment and reinvestment 

2. Prevalence of personalized relations of dependence between landowners and landless labourers 

3. Inordinate development of capital in the sphere of exchange, i.e.,usury/moneylending and trade.  

Paresh Chattopadhyay contends that agricultural labourer is tied to agriculture as industrial wage labourer is 

tied to industry. 
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COLONIAL Mode of Production 

Humza Alvi and Jairus Bannerji- the real changes happening in agriculture has its genesis in the demands of 

imperialism and its agrarian policy.  

Further the changing framework of classes in the Indian political system warranted by a host of factors like 

class based congress politics in post independent India and the consequent shift in agrarian policy, Land 

reforms, CDP and Extension services, Vote bank politics, package programmes like Green Revolution and 

Intensive agricultural district programmes also added to the changing agrarian landscape in India. 

Thus the present changes in agriculture has adistinct colonial legacy and hence it can be better understood 

as a colonial mode of production. 

CAPITALISTIC Mode of Production 

(Ashok Rudra , Daniel Thorner,etc) 

However the debate got a head start by by Ashok Rudra, A Majid and B D Talib  in their study-“Big Farmers 

of Punjab”(1969)- laid following characteristics: A “Capitalist Farmer” will tend to a) cultivate his land 

himself rather than give it out on lease; (b) use hired labour in a much greater proportion than family labour; 

(c) use farm machinery;(d) market-oriented; (e) profit-minded 

How changing mode of Indian Agriculture led to embourgeoisement of some & proletarianisation of 

many? 

• Employment Opportunities in Agriculture Were Squeezed 

• Capitalist farming and mechanization of farm operations drastically reduced the labor requirements.  

• Structured employment on capitalist farms did not provide space to absorb surplus labor. 

• Differentiation in the Peasantry sharpened. 

• As the large farmers shifted to new technology and monopolized infrastructure facilities, the small and 

marginal farmers were dispossessed from their land.  

• In addition, the big peasants withdrew their land from the lease market and started cultivating it 

themselves. 

• For small or semi medium farmers shifting to new technology was not possible because of resource 

constraints. 

• Land Reforms focused on abolition of intermediaries and consolidation of holdings.  

• With the abolition of intermediaries, big peasantry emerged as a powerful interest group in the state 

politics.  

• Green Revolution increased concentration of resources and adversely affected the small and marginal 

farmers. 

• Further, the surplus accumulated in agriculture was concentrated in few hands. This limited the size of 

market and thus constrained expansion of labor intensive manufacturing. 

• The state led industrialization was geared to the requirements of big bourgeoisie in industry. 

• The marginalized and landless households, therefore, remained trapped in agriculture. 

ANALYSIS 

Gail Omvedt - argues that the mode of production in agriculture have become all the more complex over the 

years and three classes can be discerned today in agriculture, namely, Capitalist farmers, Middle Peasants 

and Semi-Proletarianised Poor peasants and laborers 

Capitalism we find today is a capitalism that is developing within a post-colonial economy is totally bound up 

with imperialism ,by the disarticulation between small-scale capitalism and large-scale industry,  and by the 

still potent retrogressive impact of certain semi-feudal features of Indian social organization, including caste 

and oppression of women. 
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She argues that the mode of production in agriculture have become all the more complex over the years and 

three classes can be discerned today in agriculture, namely, Capitalist farmers, Middle Peasants and Semi-

Proletarianised Poor peasants and laborers 

The 'mode of production' debate thus, was provoked by real changes occurring in Indian agriculture, 

expressed politically in the Naxalbari revolt,new organising of agricultural labourers and the repression of 

this organizing by the rural elite as symbolised in the 1968 Kilvenmani massacre, first of along series of 

'atrocities on Harijans'.  

CONCLUSION- clear picture of single dominant mode of production has not yet appeared in the map of 

Indian agrarian social structure. Depending on the development of Indian agriculture, divergent types of 

mode of production exists in different parts of the country 

 

7. (a) Discuss the socio-economic profile of migrant workers in India.                                                                      20 

Answer:  

Socio-Economic Profile of Migrants workers in India: 

Though Fundamental Right under Article 19 provided ‘free movement within country to all its citizen yet 

India has been characterized by some (Davis 1951) as a relatively immobile society. 

Migration is a form of mobility in which people change their residential location across defined 

administrative boundaries for a variety of reasons, which may be involuntary or voluntary, or a mixture of 

both. The decisions on whether to move, how, and where are complex and could involve a variety of actors 

in different ways.  

UNESCO in a report (2013) ‘Social Inclusion on Internal Migrants in India’ 30% of Indian population in 

migrant. 

In India socio-economic profile of Migration changed along with the direction and nature of migration. 

Ashish Bose divides ‘The Great Indian Exodus’ into phases Post independence. UNESCO report ‘Social 

Inclusion of Internal Migrant’(2013) supports Ashish Bose theory stating ‘two decadal economic growth 

transformed pattern and direction of internal migration’. 

1) Post Green Revolution 

This was phase of rural to rural internal migration. The recipient center were Punjab, Haryana and 

Western UP (Green Revolution Belt) and feeder was Eastern UP, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh (of that 

time)(Gail Omvedt 1987). As direction of migration was rural to rural  and nature of farm-labour, socio-

economic profile of such migrants was landless laborers, small or marginal farmers and caste positions 

was mainly lower caste as Sucha Singh(1990) shows in his studies in Western UP. South India did not 

experience GR so migration pattern remained same. Rice Mill In Andhra region did create some blip. 

Ashish Bose defines ‘push factor’ for such migration was caste violence at native place  and unproductive 

economic activity and pull factor was ‘higher wages’ and ‘political independence. 

• Lower Caste/rural dwellers/ agrarian workers/ Breadwinners of their households 

• Employment  

• Push factor was Caste and Wages 

• Rural to Rural 

 

2) Post Liberalisation-  

Though internal migration of skilled population was there before 1990s but Ashish Bose marked Post 

liberalisation as another watermark year for ‘internal migration’. It was from rural to Urban and Urban to 

Urban direction. Era of LPG, IT education, Outsourcing, spurt in higher education changed nature and 

direction internal migration. Though this was concurrent with the previous.  Ashish Bose ascribe ‘push 
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factor’ as ‘new urban center with opportunities’ and push factor was ‘regional imbalance’ in growth and 

development’ 

Socio Economic markers 

• Urban-Rural dwellers parity 

• Upper Caste-Upper Class 

• Skilled Population 

• Search for better Life Chances 

• Education, Entertainment, Employment 

• Gender Parity in pattern 

This time upper caste, youth, higher educated was contributing to migration. 

 

3) Sylvia Vatuk study ‘Kinship and Urbanization: White Collar Migrants in North India’ is pointer to this fact. 

Sylvia Vatuk also point to the fact heavy migration of women through marriages that UNESCO report 

(2013) supports claiming ‘70% of internal migrants are women’ 

(For More take a look at UNESCO Report on Internal Migration 2013) 

 

7. (b) In the wake of globalization the current status of cooperatives reflects both a threat and an 

opportunity. Comment.                                                                                                                                                    15 

Approach: 

• Analyze ‘Cooperatives in Socialist State of India’. 

• Analyze Globalization and its social, cultural and economic offshoot in light of Dependency theories.  

• Examine Cooperatives and Globalization process interface in Indian Context. 

Answer: 

India established on ‘socialistic pattern of society’ has constitutional mandate to ensure republicanism, 

welfarism, social justice, social and economic democracy and inclusive development that reflects from 

various section of constitution Fundamental Rights, DPSP etc. 

Mahatma Gandhi’ s concept of ‘Sarvodaya’ inspired by ‘Unto the Last’ is organizing principle of Indian 

Society and Polity. Constitutional mandate on Gram Panchayat, cottage industries, Cooperatives and others 

emanate from this ideology. 

Recently 97th CA made ‘Formation of Cooperatives’ as fundamental rights based on socialist principles of 

voluntary formation, democratic control and autonomous functioning of cooperatives. 

Why a Socialist State Promotes ‘Spirit of Cooperatives’? 

• India essentially a agrarian society is populated with small & marginal farmers, landless labor who can 

organize them to utilize their group dynamics to ‘resource building’ 

• Rampant Poverty  in society hampers large capital accumulation Consequently ‘cooperatives’ compile 

meager private capital as ‘investible resource’ 

• India is still a traditional society where traditional structures like caste, kinship, family, and village act as 

social force and social control of behavior of individual. Cooperatives harness such sentiments 

• Cooperatives are what Hegel Says ‘Inherent moralism’ where profits are socialized along with labor and 

capital against capitalist contradiction. India had successful ‘Soviet empirical model’ of cooperatives to 

emulate in its heydays of independence.  

Globalization: Challenges and opportunity 

• Thomas Friedman, A vehement supporter of Globalization, calls it a socio-cultural economic process 

that is ‘merging society and complementing economies’ he goes on to say in his book ‘The World is flat’ 
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that after advent of Christ only Globalization has impact so universally on Ideology, institutions and 

values across societies 

• But Dependency theorist like Raul Prebisch and Marxist scholar Andre Gundre Frank examine 

Globalization in light of ‘Dependency syndrome ‘ created by Western developed countries in third world 

countries’ political economy and society through their theories of ‘Core –Periphery’ and ‘Metropolis 

Model’ 

• India following aggressive LPG policies that reflect in its FDI, Open Market, Joint Trades etc policies has 

to match this contradiction of ‘Cooperatives Spirit’ and ‘Globalization Inevitability’. 

• Few threats posed by Globalization are:  

� it  will gobble of small entities like cooperative societies 

� reduce to cheap source of raw material 

�  push alienation in cooperative relations 

� tear apart ‘communitarian planning ‘ 

• Opportunities’ : 

� technology and capital 

�  best practices inflow 

�  linkage with  cultures and economy 

�  caste relations informing cooperatives shall give in to ‘Global citizenship’ 

 

7. (c) What are the socio-cultural barriers to implementation of programmes of reproductive health, in the 

population policy?                                                                                                                                                             15 

Approach: 

WHO defines reproductive health as ‘people are able to have a responsible, satisfying and safe sex life and 

that they have the capability to reproduce and the freedom to decide if, when and how often to do so. 

Implicit in this are the right of men and women for such health. But in context of Indian Society it is woman 

to a larger extent has ‘reproductive slavery’ Zoya Hassan. 

Nivedita Menon in ‘Sleeping with Enemy’ exemplifies how ‘through control of sexuality of woman, 

patriarchy asserts itself public as well as private sphere. Reproductive health belongs to what Sylvia Walby 

calls ‘Private Patriarchy where household patriarch controls ‘sexuality of female’ through reproduction, 

restriction and temperation’  

There are several socio-cultural factors that has hampered implementation of reproductive health policy. 

• Ideology of Hindu Marriage- India largely around 85% Hindu population. Law of Manu says 

‘marriages solemnized for ‘pleasure’ (Rati) but there are recognized to be ‘asura vivah’ and 

marriages for ‘progeny (Santan) is divine’. It it this ideology that effectively divest women to avail 

reproductive health facilities.  

• Patriarchy also leads to ‘Son Preference’ that keeps woman reproducing till adequate numbers are 

reproducing. Madhu Kishwar studying ‘Patriarchy in South Asia’ confirms this social phenomenon 

• Law of Manu operates dictates ‘woman to be taken under patronage from father via husband to 

elder son.’ This principle of Hindu Society disables women to control their ‘sexuality.  

• Pollution- Purity: Louis Dumont shows that ‘women in Indian society were given permanent status 

of impure relatively to male.’ Leela Dubey confirms its with her study of ‘Seed and Soil’. As she 

shows in her studies that ‘woman redeem Pitra-rin (debt to ancestors) by bearing more and more 

sons. 

• Gendered Roles –  Men care-taker and women is child –bearer and rearer so woman lose control on 

her reproductive health 

• Caste plays a very important role in ‘controlling sexuality’ Leela Dubey in ‘On the Construction of 

Gender: Hindu Girls in Patrilineal India’ shows that women in lower caste were relatively more 
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liberated than they are ‘upper caste’. Consequently it bars woman to access liberty of access to 

public space. 

Sanskritising Castes effectively controls ‘sexuality of woman’ imitating upper caste in name of 

‘Honor’ as Nivedita Menon puts. 

• Traditions – As Neera Chandhoke puts ‘Women are repository of castes traditions’. Indian Traditions 

betray their patriarchal ideology that provide Men as superior and woman as inferior. Leading to 

Man as ‘Swami(owner) of woman Leela Dubey study 

• Domesticity of Woman – Amartya Sen  in  The Missing Woman’ beautifully presents how economic 

mobility reduces total population burden but raises ‘selective reproduction through technology and 

controlling woman reproductive health’ by confining woman to household activities and rearing 

child(son) 

• Public Health systems- Feminist like Radhika Chopra, Nivedita Menon openly charge Indian State as 

“Patriarchal’ that is why it reproductive health policy ask for prior consent of males of household for 

any ‘reproductive health provision’.  

• Sex is still taboo in Indian society. To talk about sex and sexuality with women shall neither by 

approved by men nor by ‘socialized in patriarchal values’ women as Sharmile Regge puts ‘Against the 

Madness of Manu’. 

 

8. (a) Examine to what extent has the women’s movement in India been successful in diluting patriarchal 

oppression of women in all forms.                                                                                                                                 25 

Reference Support - 

Women’s movement can be defined as the organized effort to achieve a common goal of equality and 

liberation of women and it presupposes sensitivities to crucial issues affecting the life of women. It 

comprises all the forms and processes of women's upsurge and assertion, including their fights alongside of 

men as well as their more obviously 'anti-patriarchal struggles with men. 

The women’s movement, like other social movements, brings about or intends to bring about a change in 

the existing social structure. 

The social change that result from a movement may be seen first in terms of the changes in the positions of 

the concerned section of a movement and secondly in terms of their impact on the wider society. One of the 

consequences of the women’s movement has been the infusion of a keen sensitivity on the question of 

women’s oppression and their contribution to all spheres of life and study. 

Women’s movements in India can be divided into the following periods or waves: 

1. Social reform movements before 1857 

2. The freedom movement 

3. Movements from 1947 till 1975 

4. Movements emerging during and after the international Women’s Decade 

Social reform movements 

The origin of contemporary women’s movements in India is often stressed to the social reform movement 

within the Hindu fold. Due to the influence of the reformers, the British government enacted laws against 

the sati system, permitting widow remarriage, abolishing child marriage etc. Efforts were also made for 

education of girls. This phase had immense contribution towards women’s movement in India.  

The rights bestowed proved to be the foundation of the Women’s rights in India. The movement in this era 

was limited in terms of lack of mobilization of women themselves for their own issues.  

Political rights such as equal franchise and representation in legislatures for women were demanded by 

women leaders. Women’s organizations such as All India women’s conference (AIWC) came into existence in 
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the 1920s to spread education among women. They raised similar issues and carried out welfare 

programmes 

Freedom Struggle 

Freedom movement was an important landmark in the history of women’s movement. It helped women in 

their struggle for ‘liberation’ as feminism and nationalism were closely interlimked.  

Gandhi’s ideology of recruiting women in public life without disturbing their social role as housewives and 

his efforts at mobilizing women were responsible for women’s participation in the freedom struggle.  

Aparna Basu says that women were accepted in India’s freedom struggle as political comrades and given 

equal opportunities for participation. This paved the way for involvement of women in the wider sphere of 

social, political and economic life in future. 

Rajani Alexander on the other hand says that women’s participation in the independence movement took 

diverse forms and was not always in the form of organized and orchestrated political protests. Most of 

women’s involvement in the independence movement was based on community and home based 

participation. Nevertheless, The recognition of women as equal participants in the freedom movement gave 

a boost both to the status of women and women’s movement. 

After Independence 

Peasant movements, tribal movements, students movements etc. witnessed the participation of women. 

These movements do not raise the issues affecting women per se but they do raise societal or class issues.  

Gail Omvedt aptly describes their significance when she denotes them as “pre-movements” as far as women 

are concerned. Their contribution to the cause of women in India can be gauged from the following: 

• They revealed the power of women as a force in a society 

• They allowed women opportunity to bring forward their own needs 

• They were often part of a process leading to the development of women’s movements as such. 

Illina Sen says that women in these movements do not strive for autonomous or independent articulation of 

only their women specific demands. At the same time their articulation of demands and issues exerts a 

pressure on their movements to take cognizance of the women in their mass base. 

Various studies also show the militant role played by women in various agrarian movements. Meera 

Velayudhanin her study on women workers and class struggles in Alleppey examines the role and 

participation of women . She shows that women participated on a large scale in the 1938 strikes. Later on, 

the women workers launched struggles on issues such as maternity benefits and retrenchment of women 

workers. 

Moreover, the promulgation of the constitution and enactment of various laws for women such as the Hindu 

marriage act, the Hindu succession act etc. prepared ground for further struggle. 

After the international Women’s Decade 

By this time women’s mass movements had realized that women’s issues and problems to be solved 

completely required to confront issues head on. Thus they went to the forefront of all major socio-economic, 

political and related environmental issues. 

During the last three decades a number of micro and macro struggles have been initiated by autonomous 

women’s groups around issues which directly affect women and address the question of emancipation of 

women.  
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Protest against Social Evils/Issues 

Anti-Price Rise Movement: In 1973, Women of the urban areas organized to fight against the hike in the 

prices of essential commodities that was followed by the famine. The movement grew rapidly becoming a 

mass women’s movement for consumer protection. 

Anti-Arrack Movement: Thousands of women joined in picketing liquor outlets, disciplining habitual 

drunkards, and demanding from the administration a total ban on alcohol sales. Women realized their 

strength and importance and the government bowed to the wishes of people. Sale of arrack was banned in 

the district of Nellore to begin with and later on the ban was extended to the rest of the state of Andhra 

Pradesh. This agitation inspired people of other states, especially Haryana, to take up similar issues. 

Ecological and Environmental Issues 

Chipko Movement: The Chipko movement originated around 1970s (though the seeds of the movement 

were there from the British period) against indiscriminate forest felling for commercial interests. 

Protesting Violence against Women 

Anti Rape Movement: The anti rape movement begun in 1977 by the Civil Rights groups following an 

incidence of custodial rape. The Mathura rape case in 1978 was a landmark in the history of mobilization of 

women. Demonstrations, dharnas, public mass petitions etc were sparked off with the incident. Rape was 

signified as a form of violence by the powerful on powerless, poor and disadvantaged. Desai and Patel say 

that when women’s groups condemned the state and society, they signified that the laws and institutions 

have created hierarchies between men and women. 

Anti Dowry Movement: It began around 1977 with the organized protest of Mahila Dakshata Samiti. They 

protested against the violence inflicted upon women for dowry, especially against murder and abetment of 

suicide. Protests in the form of demonstrations and other means by feminist groups were able to  change the 

indifferent attitude of the wider public and policy makers to the issues of women’s death by kerosene. The 

feminist groups devised a series of strategies to enhance the public awareness of the problems associated 

with dowry. In 1980 a year after the anti dowry agitation began, the government passed a law against dowry 

related crimes that recognized abetment of suicide because of dowry demands as a special crime and made 

mandatory a police investigation into the death of any women within five years of marriage. 

Anti Sexual Harassment Movement: In the Vishaka case a petition in the Supreme Court was filed by social 

action groups and NGOs seeking legal redress for women whose work was obstructed or inhibited because 

of sexual harassment at the workplace. The Supreme court issued guidelines to tackle the menace in the 

absence of action from executive and legislature. The movement continued by advocacy groups.  Its 

culmination is the bill for protection against sexual harassment at the workplace which has recently been 

passed by the Loksabha, signifying an important step towards complete emancipation of women in India. 

Today a number of women’s organizations have mushroomed with and without the support of the state and 

donor international organizations. The contemporary women’s movement in India is characterized by 

decentralized structure and multiple arenas of interaction. Women’s movement is also widening its domain 

and getting involved with issues related to environment, population, child rights, globalization, marketisation 

etc. 

Social and liberal feminists criticize the rise of right forces in India and the world over which have mobilized 

middle class women for creating hatred against others including the women of other community. Barbara 

Epstein says that it is strongly felt by many that women’s movements are in doldrums and almost 

directionless. It has become more an idea than a movement. Nevertheless, it is beyond any doubt that 

women’s movement in India in each stage contributed to the emancipation of women- though the 

magnitude of contribution may have varied.  

Over the decades, women’s groups stood for issues that are not just women-centric but are concerns of 

wider society as well. The problems that women face are that of other social categories too. Women’s 
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mobilizations of the past proved their intended organized actions (as in the case of anti-arrack, anti-price 

rise, Chipko etc.) always bring about wider social repercussions. Participating in such mobilizations definitely 

gives the women of the community a social identity. And this social identity of course makes way for their 

empowerment. Their further empowerment is realized through the affirmative actions taken by the state as 

well as the civil society organizations in response to their efforts and capacity to initiate collective action.  

 

8. (b) Ethnic identity movements have less to do with “cultural isolation” and more to do with “unequal 

developmental” outcomes. Evaluate.                                                                                                                           25 

Reference support: 

Ethnicity is a modern term popularized after World War 1
st

 when Europe was experiencing nationalism on 

ethnic grounds and that culminated with disintegration of former ‘Yugoslavia and Soviet Union.  

As Richard Jenkins says in his work Rethinking Ethnicity; Arguments and Exploration ‘with notion of race is in 

disrepute in public and science, ethnicity has stepped into the gap’. Richard Jenkins see ‘ethnic group as 

cultural and social one’. Max Weber also used the term ‘ethnic’ in his work Economy and Polity saying 

‘ethnic group to be a group whose member share a belief that they have common descent’. For Weber 

Ethnic Group was a status group. 

E.H Erikson see ‘ethnicity  as relating to aspects of relationships between groups which  consider 

themselves, and are regarded by others, as being culturally distinctive and such groups may exist 

hierarchically in a society’ 

Michael E. Brown gives 6 criteria to be met by group of people to be called ‘ethnic group’ 1) a name 2) 

Believe in common ancestry 3) Shared belief in collective past 4) Shared culture 5) Attachment to a specific 

territory 6) have conviction that they constitute a an ethnic group’ 

So ethnicity provide  a tangible set of  common identifications that Daniel Bell enumerates in ‘Ethnicity and 

Social Change’ – languages, food, music, names’. Being part of ethnic group gives one identity for example in 

American society ones ethnicity is very important markers of one’s social identity 

Three Approaches to Understand Ethnicity 

Primordial’s Appraoch- James McKay puts that ‘this approach recognizes biological as fundamental for 

establishing ethnic identity. Biological roots are determined by genetic and geographical factors. There exist 

emotional and intuitive bonds among members of ethnicity. 

Instrumentalist Approach- Fredrick Barth and Paul Brass advocates this approach. Paul Brass says ‘Ethnicity 

is product of political myths, created by cultural elites to achieve political goals. Ethnic identities are actively 

created, maintained and reinforced for obtaining social, political and economical goals. 

Constructivist Model- Richard Jenkins advocates this model. He says ‘Ethnic group is a cultural group. It 

derives from cultural differentiation and imparts social identity to its members’. So thinkers like T.H Erikson, 

Paul Brass, James McKay reject ‘ethnic identity as given and argue for its active creation by cultural elite. 

Dipanker Gupta states in Indian context that- language, religion, culture, history and economy mobilize 

ethnic identity actively. His study on The Context of Ethnicity: The Sikh identity in a comparative 

Perspective’ He sums up following instrument in creation of ‘Punjabi Ethnicity’ 

• Green revolution and its uneven distribution of prosperity 

• A huge army of ‘unemployed Jat Sikhs’ because of mechanization and migration from UP, Bihar 

• Rise on inequality and ‘overt consumerism’ in traditional egalitarian Sikh society’ 

In a Similar study of Sanjib Baruah in his work ‘India Against Itself; Assam and Politics of 
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Nationality notes that three factors were prime to create Bodo ethnicity and demand for ‘Nation’ 

• Bengali speakers domination of government employment opportunities 

• Influx of migrants from Bangladesh displacing traditional workers at  agriculture 

• outnumbering of native tribes in electoral rolls by influx of Bengalis 

Recent example of Telangana is case in point where TRS fought on the agenda of development and 

economic growth alleging coastal Andhra to be blind towards developmental goals of rain shadow 

‘Telangana region’ though in background different form telugu language, different people, foods and 

festivals were given as testimonies to have different state’ Ramchandra Guha. 
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